HIKING AROUND INNSBRUCK
By Adrian Buzo
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For a week in early July we based ourselves in
Innsbruck and explored some of the nearby hiking
trails. The following may be of interest to anyone
thinking of doing something similar. We certainly
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recommend it. Innsbruck is of course a lovely city
in itself, but I’ll confine myself to the hiking bit.
Many of the walks reminded us a bit of hiking out
of Thredbo.

Typical

walks

involved either

attacking an immediate upward trail or else taking
a chair lift/cable car to a top station and walking
above the tree line, usually to a rocky peak. The
only difference is that you have your choice of
peaks considerably higher and more demanding
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than Kosciuszko, sometimes approaching 3,000m.
The great advantage (as with Thredbo) was that
you have your choice of a whole range of degrees
of difficulty, from 2 to 6, all from the same

Please send anything you think will interest
our members to
Roy Jamieson
bushclubeditor@gmail.com

trailhead. We had great weather, but it’s quite
changeable, so the usual cautions apply.
Firstly, the basics. We can’t pass on much of use
re accommodation. Innsbruck was already heavily

booked by the time we made our bookings, and

from the cable car station, just a few short tracks

so our option was not especially recommendable.

to vantage points. You’ll need to go elsewhere for

Allow

ridge-top walks.

time

and

use

a

website

like

www.hotels.com and you should be able to come
Most of the easily accessible and scenic walks

up with a good cheapie.

appeared to be to the southwest of the city, and
One important detail, though, is that on arrival it’s

following are some examples of the many outings

well worth picking up the city’s Welcome Card.

we did by regional bus and/or chair lift/cable car.

This formed the basis for our walking program

Our day often began at the main railway station

because it has a range of useful freebies, like free

(Hauptbahnhof), and the yellow regional bus

regional bus transport and a number of chair

stops east of the main station entrance. For our

lifts/cable cars – good for getting to trailheads.

first outing we caught the 4134 bus 12 km to

Our hotel front desk didn’t know about this

Tulfes, and the terminus of the Glungezerbahn

(clientele too ritzy?) and we wasted a bit of time

cable car. Faced with the choice of taking the

getting what we needed out of them. It’s best to

cable car or just ambling around the foothills, we

request this card be available to you when you

did the latter through some very picturesque

make your booking. Details of the Welcome

farm, field and forest scenery for some 12 km,

Card’s

often on sealed farm roads, before eventually

advantages

are

available

at

www.innsbruck.info/welcome. This is not to be

finding our way back to the bus stop.

confused with the Innsbruck Card, which offers
quite a bit in the town itself, like the hop-on-hopoff bus and museum entries, but starts at 33 Euro
for one day.
The Welcome Card doesn’t cover the cable car
ride up the Nordkette, the northern slope
overlooking Innsbruck, so that’s an extra 35 Euro
or so, for the best view of the whole valley, but a

Typical farm & forest scenery near Tulfes

cheaper option would be to take the J bus or the
cable railway to the Hungerburg cable car Station

Another worthwhile trip followed the same basic

(860m) and hike up from there. Or then take the

procedure – this time the 4162 to Gotzens (12km)

cable car from Hungerburg to Seegrube and hike

and the Gotzner cable car (free on the Welcome

to the top from there. Either way, the views from

Card) to Pfriemeswand (2103m), close to the tree

the top, well above the tree line are great, but

line, from where a track led up to the Nockspitze

note there are no real trails radiating outward

(a.k.a. Saille) at 2403m, with some hard rock

scrambling to the very top but spectacular

the Hochtennspitze until cloud and a rather giddy

scenery all the way, complete with the tinkling of

track put an end to that, but if I’d planned a bit

cow bells in the background and a stunning array

more, then I’d have taken a one-way ticket to

of alpine flora. We also took a side trip to

Hoadlhaus, walked the two-hour tack around to

Birgizkopfhaus, the top station of another chair

Birgitskopflhaus and another hours on to the

lift, which features meals and refreshments.

Gotznerbahn chairlift down to Gotzens and a bus

That’s one of the great things about these hikes –

connection.

they’re through winter ski resorts, and you can
pause and refresh at altitude.
A longer bus ride on the 4166 took us to the ski
resort of Kuhtai (2020m). You can get out at
Kuhtai village and take the trail up from the village
to a series of mountain lakes, and then to
DreiSeen Hutte (2311m), the chair lift top station.
Then take your choice of a number of surrounding

Looking towards the Birgitskopflhaus from the

peaks. Or go one stop further past Kuhtai village

Hoadlhaus

to the chair lift terminus, take the lift and begin
your walk from the top station.

Finally, there are free guided hikes available to
Welcome Card holders, but we didn’t feel the
need to take any. No doubt you’d pick up a lot of
useful extra information, but we felt quite OK with
our routine.

Heard on the track
The DreinSeen Hutte above Kuhtai – jumping off
point for the peaks in the background

On a recent walk a prospective member
became separated from the group after a
break.
They did manage to rejoin the group later.

For me the stand-out was the Kalkkogel region.
We reached the top station Hoadlhaus via the
4162 to Grinzums, changing to the Axamer Lizum
bus just before the terminus. That delivered us to
the Olympiabahn cable railway to the Hoadlhaus
(2340) and a marvellous array of walks. I set off up

A reminder to leaders to carry out regular
head counts and suggest walkers try to keep
sight of the person in front or behind.
Perhaps a backmarker could
appointed to assist the leader.

also

be

WAR MEMORIALS
By Keith Maxwell
SPLENDOUR ROCK MEMORIAL
Splendour Rock in the Wild Dog Mountains is an
outstanding location to remember bushwalkers
killed on active service during WWII. It was
dedicated on ANZAC Day 1948.
In 2014, on behalf of Bushwalking NSW I had this
site placed on the NSW Register of War
Memorials. See the link below www.warmemorialsregister.nsw.gov.au/content/
bushwalkers-war-memorial-splendour-rock

This register is maintained by the NSW State
Library who have placed valuable background
information on the website.
More recently I became interested in an extra
memorial to “MATES” of the 2 / 17th Battalion
from the Australian Army of WWII known as the
Second Australian Imperial Force (A.I.F.)
There is scant information to explain why and
when this extra plaque was placed in its unusual
location near the Splendour Rock memorial.
None of the bushwalkers remembered by the
Splendour Rock plaque served in the 2 / 17th
Battalion.

MATES Plaque

Many lines of enquiry have been followed to
understand this unusual plaque and its position.
Enquiries included making contact with the 2 /
17th Battalion Association and visiting St Thomas
Anglican Church, North Sydney.
To fully
understand this plaque you need to be aware of
memorials in St Thomas Church to both the 17th
Battalion of WWI and the 2 / 17th Battalion.
The State Library has updated the War Memorial
Register with my latest information. It would
seem that Gordon Broome (Broomie) installed
this out of the way plaque around 1953 – 56.
For a long time the heraldry was a mystery. The
diamonds are colour patches while the “T” shape
is a special icon to recognise service in the
defence of Tobruk, North Africa.
Future & others - More information is still being
sought to more completely understand this
MATES plaque. Splendour Rock has gained special
significance for bushwalkers with at least three
other memorials. Jack Cummings is remembered
as the Convenor of many ANZAC Day ceremonies
while “Tich” Thomas is remembered for (and at)
the chains under Splendour Rock. The logbook
box has a memorial to the older brother of the
maker of this box. The ashes of Brian Harvey
were scattered at Splendour Rock. As a Sydney
Bush Walkers President, Brian played a leading
role in the installation of this memorial, to fallen
bushwalkers, from 1946 to 1948.
Web – All overnight bushwalkers should consider
visiting this amazing site and its spectacular vista
especially on ANZAC Day with its simple
ceremony. All bushwalkers will better understand
Splendour Rock by following the war memorials
register link. The Bushwalking NSW website at
www.bushwalkingnsw.org.au/history/
has
extensive information on the bushwalkers we
remember at Splendour Rock.
Keith Maxwell,
President, Bush Search & Rescue NSW

Advance Notice – AGM
The AGM will be held on Thursday 30 th
November at the McMahons Point
Community Centre, 165 Blues Point Road,
McMahons Point. Further details will follow
at a later date.
Members are reminded that all Committee
positions automatically become vacant each
year and a number of current committee
members will not be standing again.
We urge all Members to consider nominating
for a year on the Committee.

Flora to watch out for

Correa reflexa is a small spreading shrub that
grows from 1 to 1.5m tall, depending on
conditions. It’s found in sheltered, moist sites in
woodland, on clay or sandstone.
Correa reflexa flowers from June into Spring.

Happy Birthday
Celebrations
The 78th Bush Club birthday
celebrations this year take place on
Saturday the 9th September 2017 at
The Scout Camp, 2 Freeman Road,
Heathcote.
Afternoon tea will be served from 2pm
till 4pm. Tea, coffee, soft drink and
cake will be provided.
Members, prospectives and partners
are all welcome.
Enjoy a walk and congenial company
catching up with old and new friends.
Please see the selection of walks when
the Spring Programme becomes
available.
I encourage you all to participate in
this event to make the occasion a
success. Please put this important
event in your diary.
To access the Scout Camp if coming by
train: Cross at the traffic lights or turn
right at the traffic lights if coming by
road, proceed down Oliver street, turn
left into Boundary Road, then right
into Freeman Road. There is a small
car park, which is likely to be full. Best
to park on the street, same side as the
Scout Camp.
For catering purposes if you are not
walking and only coming for the
function, or walking and not staying
for the party, then please contact
Shirley Hart at gs.hart@bigpond.net.au
or phone 9449 7722.
Reminder to leaders providing walks:
All walks must be “Contact Leader“
walks for catering purposes.
Do come along and make it a fun day.
Shirley Hart (Events Coordinator for
The Bush Club ).

Colin Watson OAM 1924-2017
Friend of the Century
Life member & Past President CMW
Colin Watson, who passed away on 30th April,
2017, will be well remembered by many older
Bush Club members. Colin made presentations to
our meetings in the past. He led a truly rich life,
encompassing
many
different
interests.

served on the club executive, was president for
four years and later was honoured with a life
membership.
Here began Colin's interest in the South Coast and
its hinterland. At this time part of the watershed
between the upper Clyde and the lower
Shoalhaven Rivers - the Budawang Range - was
being explored by bushwalkers.

Colin’s family lived in various places in Sydney
before they finally settled in Alexandria Avenue,
Eastwood in 1934. He was to spend most of the
rest of his life there. The suburb was still partly
rural in those days. His family kept a milk cow.
In his youthful years he was a very accomplished
dancer. He sometimes explained there was little
else to do in those bleak, early war years. He also
developed a love of classical music and often
enjoyed musical evenings at his own and friend’s
homes. And he was a good photographer in black
and white, later colour. This was to stand him in
good stead in his later years. Scenic photographs
were very useful in some of his projects.
He went to Eastwood Public School and later East
Sydney Technical College. In February, 1941 he
joined the firm Beard Watson as an apprentice
cabinet maker and became a first class
tradesman. He left them in 1947 to start his own
business. A big step for a young man.
As a cabinet maker Colin made little furniture
himself. Very early he developed a speciality for
repairing and restoring damaged, neglected but
otherwise valuable antique pieces to their former
glory. People who owned such works tended to
know each other and soon spread the word about
this young tradesman who could return their
prized pieces to near original condition.
Consequently, he never had to advertise, was
always in work and never plagued by bad debts.
Such owners were always ready to pay to have
their
treasures
restored.
In the late 40’s Colin turned seriously to
bushwalking. In 1955 he met the Coast and
Mountain Walkers and joined a year later. He

Colin was the driving force behind a small group
of interested club members who set out in the
late 50’s to explore and map the northern
Budawangs. After many exploratory trips in the
field and other work behind the scenes the result
was “The Northern Budawang Range and the
Upper Clyde Valley,” a bushwalking sketch map
first published by the CMW in 1960. It was
ultimately to run into nine editions over nearly
forty years. His name is perpetuated in “Watson
Pass,” a way of access through the cliffs around
Folly Point down to the slope below which he
discovered.
Meanwhile, Colin was active in other aspects of
bushwalking. The NSW Federation of Bushwalking
Clubs and Search and Rescue were two of these.
In 1960 he submitted a proposal for a Budawang
National Park. This was gazetted in 1977, most of
it as an extension of the Morton National Park.
He served in a number of executive positions in
the National Parks Association of NSW and was
active on State Council to bring about the NP&WS
Act in 1967. He worked on conservation projects
and prepared the first submission for the
proposed Mimosa Rocks National Park. He helped
the National Trust in the Bunning Inquiry into
proposed sand mining at Myall Lakes and assisted
in the formation of the South Coast Committee in
Canberra.

In 1964 Colin was the founding chairman of the
Budawang Committee, a dedicated group whose
task was to explore the area and make it known
to bushwalkers and the world. They took over the
publication of the Budawang sketch map and
ultimately published three successful books. All
proceeds being placed in a special fund for use in
the conservation of the area. Throughout the
Committee’s existence Colin was a tireless
worker, leader, explorer, organiser, writer,
researcher, photographer, editor, collator. He did
it all. Often in time that could have been spent at
his own business. But Colin was like that - selfless.
He also served on and was later chairman of the
Morton-Budawang, later the Nowra District
National Park Advisory Committee in 1979-1989.
In the 1989 Queens Birthday Honours List he was
awarded a well deserved OAM for services to
Conservation
and
Bushwalking.
In 1999 Colin was honoured as “Friend of the
Century” in awards for Friends of National Parks
by the Foundation for National Parks and Wildlife,
the management of AGL and the National Parks
and Wildlife Service. A truly well-merited honour.
In 2004 he wrote “As it Happened 1803 - 2003.”
The story of his family in Australia and his own
life. It was not an international best-seller but was
widely read amongst the bushwalking and
conservationist
fraternity.
Colin spent the last years of his long, eventful and
productive life living in retirement in Moruya on
his beloved South Coast. Here he lived
comfortably and happily with his extended
family.
To use an historical phrase, Colin Watson was cast
in a large mould. He accomplished many
worthwhile things. The world of bushwalking,
conservation and the environment does not see
his like very often. I was proud to be his friend.
George Elliott
Ramblers

FIRST AID KIT - WHEN DID YOU
LAST CHECK YOUR PACK?

The Bush Club recommends all walkers carry a
small first aid kit, matches and a torch.
http://www.bushclub.org.au/down/NotesForWal
kers.pdf
When I did a first aid course the instructor said it
was better that many people carried a small first
aid kit rather than one person carrying a large kit.
You were then more likely to have what you
needed.
So what should be in your first aid kit?
Trips and falls are the most common injury so
keep that in mind. It’s up to you as to what you
carry but the things I find most useful are:
 Plasters
 Blister pack
 Saline solution - most chemists sell single use
steritubes
 Tube of antiseptic (Betadine)
 Couple of sterile dressings
 Pressure / Snake bandage (The Smart Snake
bandage has squares so you know if the
tension is right) - you can also use this for
sprains etc
 Few ibuprofen tablets - anti inflammatories
 Tubi grip - good if you are prone to tendonitis
 Foot fleece - wool you can tease out and use
when you start to feel a hotspot - prevents
blisters
 Plus emergency foil blanket
Place all items in a zip lock bag and leave in your
back pack permanently. Refill as needed and
check
dates
every
few
months.
So if you haven’t checked in a while make sure all
the items in your kit are up to date.
Or if you don’t have a kit it’s time to make one up
and put in a zip lock bag in your back pack.

CLUB FIRST AID PASSES
Three day Remote Area
Bernard Hunt & Leyanne Morris
One day Provide First Aid
Lyndy Lipman & Astrid van Blerk

What’s on our website?
Leader profiles and volunteers who will
help new leaders. The list is at the end of
the online program.
Information and forms for leaders.
Guidelines for all members including Walk
Grading Guide.
Photo gallery (enormous) – see photos of
walks from the last 4 months.
Tips on all sorts of things related to
bushwalking and the website.
Archives of previous newsletters as well as
historical Walks & Talks.
Formula for transport share costs
Just browse through the menu at
www.bushclub.org.au
Bush Club Committee plus contact details
– see contact us on the website.

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
Neva Ierace
Sharon Vincent
Tony Bergman
Nicholas Paine
Paul Madden
Ali Mahmoodian
Carol Thompson
Glenda Leitch
Anne McCall Power
Yuri Dobinson
Anne Gurney

PLEASE NOTE
Leaders of trips away - if the trip
is being planned through a
commercial operation please
ensure this is notified
on the programme.
Transport share cost is
33 cents per kilometre

A BLAST FROM THE PAST
BUSH CLUB FASHIONS
From The Bush Club magazine of April 1956
Everyone knows that the ladies take a pride in
their appearance, and so this is limited to a
discussion of trends of fashions in the male
bushwalking world.
Starting from the top, the first thing that strikes
our attention is the walkers’ headgear. The
white sailcloth hat is almost universal. The
white is worn in varying shades, and the hand of
Schiaparelli and others can be seen to have
influenced the various designs. The millinery is
worn at all manner of angles. I have noticed a
trend which seems to be influencing the Bush
Club. Two prominent members have been
observed to wear a hat with a large porthole at
the back just above the brim. This is definitely
an indication of how the well-dressed
bushwalker will wear his headgear in future. A
final word about hats. One member has been
seen wearing a lovely pastel blue creation!
And now a word about the absence of hats.
Some hardy souls brave the elements without
any head covering at all, and allow their
crowning glory to wave freely in the breeze. For
them no need of nose shield, beauty cream or
the like.
And as to the other extremity or extremities,
foot wear varies from spiked beetle crushers to
light golf shoes, and even sandals and
moccasins. But the most intriguing article of
male bushwalking attire is the gaiter, that
stubborn shall I say garment which stubbornly
resists all efforts to tame it and bring it into
service. However, I will say that a properly
behaved gaiter wards off many a savage spiked
attack.
I’d like to talk about fashions for the tropical
and temperate zones, having dealt only with
the poles which are of course apart, but lack of
space prevents me. I hope my readers will
realise the hours spent by the male bushwalkers
deciding on the right things to wear.
Maurice Clare

OLD BOOTS CAN BITE
by Michael Pratt
I have written before of how, on a congested
train, I risked arrest when my walking pole “upskirted” under the folds of a woman’s
dress. Then there is the time when I found
myself backside of dense shrubbery peering
into a Doctor’s surgery window. For this a
perfectly innocent explanation but that’s
another story. However the incident of which I
write today is to warn you, dear
friends, “Beware, old boots can bite!”
As I retire my worn-out boots from heavy duty
usage I note thin soles and many
scars. Reluctant to toss them away they will
serve as ‘slip-ons’. Snug fitting with laces
removed, relegated to everyday duties around
frontage and yard. Thus it is I have a pair of
seemingly benign old ‘Merrells’ parked by my
back-door.
These boots are a snug fit even without laces so
I always felt confident wearing them, even
when climbing my aluminium step-ladder found
on a Coonamble Highway 40 years ago. So I
was confidently ascended painting an exposed
timber beam over the garage door at the front
of our dwelling. Needing to move further along
I started to step down again, paint-pot in lefthand and paint-brush in right. As I stepped
backwards down the steps I never dreamt I was
in imminent danger of becoming a local legend
and for all the wrong reasons!
Unbelievably I found myself falling backwards,
seemingly frozen in slow motion, horizontal
now with both paintbrush and paint-pot in
hand. My left boot was attached to the
aluminium steps, solidly hooked. As a result I
began to topple backwards towards the
concrete apron fortunately not too far
below. My concentration immediately focussed
on the paint-pot, now even more firmly grasped
in my outstretched hand, now hovering
ominously above my head. Suddenly (in slow
motion) I thought of Frank Spencer and “Some
Mothers Do Have-em” and a vision flashed of
myself lying flat on my back covered in white

paint, plastered in white paint, dripping in white
paint, blinded in white paint, painted from head
to toe. How would I even begin to undress or
clean up for every endeavour would drip more
paint onto our concrete pavement and tiles. All
this sprang to mind so with a supreme effort I
kept my eyes on the can whilst continuing to fall
and managed with outstretched arm to keep it
above me, now to one side, miraculously
upright.
I seemed to have a slow impact on-my-back sort
of landing upon the flat concrete below and
apart from a short slurp of paint onto concrete
at impact the paint remained safely contained
in the can and none splashed on
me. Fortuitously too whilst my foot remained
high in the boot and the boot still attached to
the ladder I had not twisted ankle nor knee.
Neither had I pulled the steps over on top of
me.
Chuckling now at the idiocy of it all and my
narrow escape I quickly put down the paint can
and managed to reach up and twist to unhook
myself, getting upright before I was seen. I
could have been the butt of tradesmen’s talk in
the pub down the road. A local laughing
stock. A local legend. A clown. A “right
prat”. Fortuitously my mishap remained
‘unseen’. None at the bus stop opposite and no
regular local walkers whom I sometimes greet
as they stroll through the neighbourhood early
each day.
Once upright, with dignity regained, it became
apparent how I had been upended. There are
hooks atop these Merrell Boots for lacing and
with laces removed an open hook had clipped
itself around the lip of the step-ladder’s vertical
frame. I immediately took both boots and
hammered hooks ‘shut’.
Won’t happen
again! So apart from a grazed elbow, banged
head and bruised ego I emerged from this
mishap unscathed with sense of humour
intact. One ‘happy hooker’ with a tale to
tell. The purpose of this article dear reader is to
guard against this happening to you. A Merrell
Misadventure. Old boots can bite!
Michael Pratt.

On Walking Pace… a reminder

the front yourself (or appoint another who you
know will stay within sight);
It is essential to nominate a tail who will assist to
keep the group together (and alert you if it
becomes too separated and you need to slow the
pace);
Recognise that the larger the group, the slower
the overall pace will be, and the greater likelihood
the group will become separated;
Consider placing a limit on the number;

As members know, walks are graded on a scale of
1 to 6. The grade follows guidelines published in
the walks program and website. However, the
grade of a walk does not necessarily reflect the
pace at which the leader may wish to conduct the
walk.

For any walk on track, consider listing the pace at
which you will lead. Generally it will fall into slow
(relaxed, unhurried, restrained); medium (steady,
sustained, solid); or fast (brisk, spirited, vigorous,
energetic), and you may choose to use such
descriptors.

To many members, a grade 1 walk is an easy walk
and a grade 6 a hard one. This is not
unreasonable, as walks at a lower grade are
shorter with less challenging terrain, and hence
the pace can be slower.

Bush Club Committee

Any walk can be challenging.
However, in reality, any walk can be more
challenging than a higher graded one, depending
on the leader and how he or she conducts the
walk. Pace is not such an issue with higher graded
walks, especially those off track, as it is often
governed by other factors such as terrain,
gradient, scrambling and scrub. Overall, the
grading as listed is a considered judgment based
on the leader's knowledge of the walk within the
framework of the grading system.
So leaders:
If you list a grade 1 or 2 walk that is to be other
than a slow pace, this should be stated in the
description and potential walkers encouraged to
contact you should they have concerns. Most
walkers expect grade 1 or 2 walks to be
conducted at a slow and unhurried pace;
On every walk it is your responsibility to keep
track of all walkers. This is especially important on
grade 1 or 2 walks (where you are more likely to
have less experienced walkers). Set the pace from

LEADERS WANTED
If you’ve thought of putting a walk on
but haven’t got around to it, now is the
time.
Remember, you don’t have to have
done any training sessions.
If you’re wondering how to go about it,
look up our website
(www.bushclub.org.au) under the menu
option ‘Information for leaders’.
If you’d like some personal help, look up
our “Leaders and Mentors’ section in
the current program.

Bush Club PLB Personal Locator Beacons
The Club has two Personal Locator Beacons (PLB) for
use by leaders on walks.
Tony Hickson (email bushclubwebmaster@gmail.com)
and Graham Conden (0418 647 951) are custodians
of the PLBs. You can contact them at any time to
borrow one.
Note that a PLB is to be used only in life threatening
situations, as a last resort. You should always try to
contact emergency services via your mobile phone
and “triple zero”. Emergency services will have a
better idea of how to respond to your incident/injuries
if you can contact them via your mobile phone.
For more information see the Information for
Leaders page on our website.

www.bushclub.org.au

“Adventures, Friends and
Memories” by Springwood
Bushwalking Club”
Springwood
Bushwalking
Club
is
concluding a year of celebrations for its
50th anniversary with the launch of their
Club memoir entitled “Adventures,
Friends and Memories,” on 27th August
2017 at Wentworth Falls.
This book captures some of the many
adventures
SBC
members
have
experienced,
and
celebrates
the
wonderful memories those adventures
have provided. Through the Club and its
activities, members have formed many
lifelong friendships. This 250+ page book
is full of amusing stories, anecdotes and
photos from throughout its life. It includes
the way the Club has changed over the
years, as well as reminiscences from
former and current members. Each
decade of the club is covered extensively,
including details of day and extended

trips, travel, conservation
activities,
membership,
incidents. The final chapters
Life members of SBC and
celebrations to date.

and social
gear
and
highlight the
its 50 year

Anyone who has been a member of SBC
will enjoy reading and remembering some
of these sojourns into the bush. Those
who are not SBC members will be inspired
to enjoy the outdoors in a similar way.
Order your copy today! Cost $25 per book
(+$12 for postage if required).
To order send a bank transfer to the SBC
Special Purpose Account - St George Bank,
BSB 112 879, Acc. No. 412 429 591 and
sent an email advising your name, contact
no. and address & how many books (+
postage if required) you have ordered to
info@springwoodbushwalker.org. au.
If you would like to attend the book
launch, please contact SBC by email to
info@springwoodbushwalker.org. au for
more details.

Emergency Contacts for
Family Members
If you don't return from a
Bush Club walk, your family
can contact the following club
members for information:
Keith Maxwell

9622 0049

Graham Conden 0418 647 951

